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Pollard’s  Sew Creative Sewing Club
 Crochet Edge Needle Keeper  (03/2020

Supplies
!v 6.5 x 3.5 white or ecru linen (heavily starched)
!v Wing needle (#100)
!v #90 Universal needle
!v Heavy weight water soluble film
!v Small scissors - should be sharp and cut to the point.
!v Thread Fuse
!v Ruler
!v Rayon or cotton thread to match color of fabric for top and bobbin 

Mark Pattern -
1. Trace needle case  pattern to linen fabric using water-soluble marking 

pen.  

2.  Fold fabric in half to find center.  Draw a horizontal line across using  
water-soluble marking pen.  Place a mark 1/4” from each end of  center  
line on  fabric.  (Diagram 1)

3. PFAFF   Insert wing needle.  Select stitch  #3.2.8  entredeux stitch in the 
Needle Art Category.   VIKING: entredeux stitch; same stitch as the one 
in diagram 2 is located in Heirloom Category. Thread needle with cotton 
thread top and bobbin to match color of  linen.  You  should not  use built-
in needle threader when using a wing needle as you risk a chance of it 
breaking.  Set width to 7.5 or 8.0 and length to 2.5 or 3.0.  Sew this stitch on 
the center fold line, starting and stopping 1/4” from each end. Stitch all the 
way around entire needle case using wing needle. (Diagram 2)
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4. Trim threads.  Rotate fabric 180*  so that pattern line A is to the right.  Mark 1/4” 
from each end of this line.  Repeat same stitch along line B, starting and 
ending at 1/4” marks.  The pattern line should align with the center line on the 
2A foot. (Diagram 3) 

5. Trim threads.  Rotate fabric 90*  and repeat for the two remaining outside 
edges.  Cut away excess fabric along double entredeux edge. 

 (Diagram 4) 
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Needle enters this hole 
to begin the stitch pattern

Diagram 4
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Needle Case Pattern
Trace to linen using water-soluble 
marking pen

6. After all four sides of  entredeux  has been stitched,  cut away excess fabric away from 
stitching as close as possible being careful as to not cut  any of the entredeux.  (diagram 5).

7. Crochet Edge
 Prepare fabric for crochet edge: 

 Replace wing needle with an 80 or 90 Microtex sharp needle. Thread machine with desired 
rayon color and wind a bobbin with  Thread Fuse.  Thread Fuse  will be used to invisibly 
bond  the threads of the stitch together to create a crochet edge.  PFAFF - select  the triple 
scallop stitch that resembles  diagram to the right.  On the ICON select stitch 4.1.7 satin 
scallops category.  Select width of  7.5 to 8.0, length 8.5, and density 2.  

     VIKING - There are several scallop stitches to choose from.  Select a wide scallop for best 
results.    Try several scallop patterns  until you find one you are happy with.  

 Center fabric right  side up  over one layer of extra heavy weight  water-soluble stabilizer 
(solvy).  Lightly spray back of fabric with temporary spray adhesive or apply dabs of glue 
stick to fabric back, enough to adhere to solvy.  This eliminates pinning and shifting of fabric 
during stitching.  Line up fabric so the left-most swing of needle enters the outermost row of 
double entredeux holes.  Stitch around entire parameter (diagram 6).

 Trim threads and cut away as much of  the  excess solvy away from scallops as possible.    
Place fabric  WRONG side up on ironing surface.  Place a teflon  press sheet on fabric and 
a hot iron to bond Thread Fuse to the rayon  thread.  Do not move iron back and forth.  
Make sure  you have enough heat to bond  Thread Fuse to  rayon thread.  After pressing, 
cut away any excess solvy from scallops.  Soak fabric in lukewarm water to remove all 
solvy.  Place fabric on towel to dry.  When fabric dries, press into shape.  Using needle case 
pattern as a guide, cut a piece of wool felt  about 1” smaller  than  needle case pattern.  
Stitch  down center line of needle case to attach felt .

Diagram 5

Diagram 6
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